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transportation, but the technology can transport goods as well. The potential the
technology has is massive. Maybe one day, Hyperloops will not only be used on
Earth but Mars as well!

THE REALLY HYPER HYPERLOOPS by Aryan
Thaker

Have you sat on a train before? You might think of one powered by coal,
or you can see trains traveling across stations powered by electricity from
overhead lines. In the United States, the fastest train, the Amtrak Acela Express,
can travel up to 150 MPH. At that speed, to get to San Francisco from NYC, it
would take you about 17.1 hours if there was a straight track. In reality, the Acela
is only functioning at about 66 MPH, and at that speed, the trip would take about
38.9 hours. Now, imagine getting to San Francisco in a little less than 9 hours
sitting in a Hyperloop at 288 MPH. To further excitement, companies believe that
they can cut down that time to about 4.5 hours traveling at 670 MPH!
Unbelievably, that travel time would be less than the average 7 hours flights from
Newark Liberty International Airport to San Francisco International Airport take!
Sounds impossible, right? If developed to be successful and safe, Hyperloops will
be the future of transportation. Enthusiasts deem the Hyperloop will be
successful because it uses magnetic levitation instead of electric traction or diesel
fuel generators. For reference, electric traction uses a traction system — which
converts electrical energy into mechanical energy — powered by electricity
supplied from overhead wires; diesel fuel generators use a traction system
powered by electricity supplied from a diesel combustion engine. In magnetic
levitation, the vehicle floats inside a tube on a magnetic field and runs using
magnetic poles, while the current technologies need a track to run on.
Furthermore, the air is removed from the tube to reduce air resistance. Due to the
absence of friction and resistance and the use of opposing and attracting poles,
the Hyperloop is astonishingly speedy. Along with speed, safety is a must to make
the Hyperloop a functioning means of transportation. For that purpose,
companies such as Virgin Hyperloop validate their technologies by an
Independent Safety Assessor. Engineers are testing every single accident that
could occur with a Hyperloop. Additionally, Virgin is creating software that can
accurately detect these problems and make emergency responses. As expected,
companies are taking steps to ensure the security of passengers in Hyperloops.
In theory, the Hyperloop can come out to be the next revolutionary change in
transportation. However, progress in the development stage of the technology is
not sufficient to make this large-scale. People and governments must encourage
and accept this technology for it to thrive. Countries like the UAE and India are
already in the process of signing contracts to start Hyperloop projects. Not only
can Hyperloops help people in countries like these by allowing faster
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THE 1ST GUN OWNER’S INSURANCE by Siddhi
Patel

The topic of ‘gun laws’ has always been a heated, controversial
conversation no matter what corner of the country it is discussed in.
The debates that have recently occurred based on the topic of what type
of regulations should be set to maintain certain rights and freedoms,
specifically in the southern states. These conversations usually bring up
the fact of using the gun wisely and which person would be liable for
the damages caused while using the weapon.
Recently, San Jose California, became the first city to require
gun owners to carry liability insurance. There was quite a bit of
opposition from gun owners who stated that it would violate their
Second Amendment rights and said they would sue, however, the San
Jose City Council still approved the measure as they decided that would
be the best for their city. There had been talks between multiple areas
like the Silicon Valley city that followed other Democratic-led cities and
started to control violence with stricter regulations. Although similar
laws were placed in these cities, San Jose was the first city to pass one.
By establishing liability insurance for gun owners, it encourages
people in San Jose who legally own any type of registered gun to have
gun safes, install trigger locks and take gun safety classes. These are all
important steps to ensure the city is safe and the residents also feel
safe. The liability insurance would cover losses or damages resulting
from any accidental use of the firearm, including, death, injury, or
property damage. As well as the fact that if the weapon is stolen or lost,
the firearm owner would be considered liable until the theft or loss is
reported to authorities. Even though this is placed in order, the mayor
stated that gun owners who don’t have insurance won’t lose their guns
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or face any criminal charges.

People discussed how the measure didn’t address the massive problem
of illegally obtained weapons that are stolen or purchased without
background checks. Therefore, those concerns were acknowledged by
saying that this won’t stop mass shootings and keep bad people from
committing a violent crime, but most gun deaths nationally are from
suicide, accidental shootings, or other causes and even many homicides
stem from domestic violence. This would reduce that and the council
also voted to require gun owners to pay an estimated $25 fee and given
to community groups so it can be used for firearm safety education and
training, suicide prevention, domestic violence, and mental health
services.
All in all, San Jose took measures that they felt would suit their
community best, and even though there was opposition, they made the
decision. Due to this occurring, many other cities have started looking
into what the law is and if there is something they can apply to their
cities and states.

GEN Z AND SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE by Hope
Rosen

Saturday Night Live, ever since October 11, 1975, was brought up to be a hit
comedy show viewed by millions. Full of sketches and a ton of humor, SNL
has raised stars in the fields of comedy and entertainment, including Will
Ferrell, Tina Fey, Andy Samberg, and more. Taking into account that the
show has been on for a little bit less than 50 years, it has become a little bit
difficult for the show to reach Gen Z audiences. This curious generation is
filled with TikToks, memes, and a ton of pop culture, and SNL has been
finding it hard to turn these into comedy sketches that will be
remembered forever. The trick to having a great show is all in SNL’s
marketing. They have been advocating more and more of their skits
towards Gen Z instead of the older generations who have been watching
the show for years. Because of this, it has become harder and harder for
Gen Z to accept this new focus of the TV show and tune into it. Gen Z,
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instead of enjoying the sketches, has been thinking of them more as

cringeworthy than memorable. It has been apparent that non-Gen Z’ers have
been writing the sketches (and performing them). If this truly is SNL’s focus for
the future, should they do a clean sweep with a brand new cast, fit for the
generation? SNL has gone to great lengths to approach this age group with the
production of their skits, but some came out to be controversial and poorly
reviewed. In the infamous “Gen-Z Hospital” sketch, this younger generation is
shown to be ragged teenagers who overuse slang terms and care about social
media more than family and the deaths of close friends. This inaccurate portrayal
of Gen Z can influence other, older generations to think of this generation as an
immature, selfish group. This can also create trust issues between different age
groups. SNL has also taken criticism for trying and failing, to make skits more
appealing to the most recent Gen Z trends. Recently, in a Weekend Update
segment, the hosts brought on Elmo (portrayed by Chloe Fineman) and Rocco,
Elmo’s misunderstood rock. After the skit was finished shooting, SNL decided to
post this footage on their TikTok account, where the Elmo and Rocco jokes first
began to arise. Here, they also received criticism from Gen Z, saying that the skit
“ruined the joke” and that it “wasn’t funny anymore”. Gen Z did not think their
views were getting across, with a millennial actor and millennial writers being
the brains behind the highly-critiqued scene. Should SNL still try targeting their
skits towards Gen Z? Viewers won’t know this answer until future shows come
out. But, when they do come, Gen Z is hopeful that age-appropriate writers and
actors will portray them correctlyt and make them shine appropriately.

BUSTING THE FILIBUSTER by Paridhi Bhardwaj
“Filibusters are now more powerful, more common and less transparent
than they have been at any time in history”. The filibuster is a term that
many politicians, citizens, and news anchors use way too often. It is loosely
defined as an action designed to prolong debate and delay or prevent a
vote on a bill, resolution, amendment, or other debatable question. The
most surprising part is that the filibuster was not intended by the framers
when they were making the Constitution. In 1805, Vice President Aaron
Burr was presiding over the Senate and created it by a mistake, never
intended as a way to block legislation but to keep the floor open for
debate, not for so long that nobody could vote for the bill. So its original
purpose is poles apart from its current use. In 1917, the Senate
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passed Rule XXII, or the cloture rule, which made it possible to break a
filibuster with a two-thirds majority. In 1975 the senate reduced the
requirement to 60 votes, which has effectively become the minimum need
to pass a law. Eventually, Senators realized that they could block legislation
by debating forever because there is no rule which determines what
counted as a debate. The filibuster helps the minority party "talk a bill to
death", or stall to prevent Senate action on a measure so they might have to
either drop the bill or change it in some way acceptable to the minority.
During the 1930s, Senator Huey P. Long effectively used the filibuster
against bills that he thought favored the rich. The record for the longest
filibuster goes to South Carolina’s Strom Thurmond, who talked for 24
hours and 18 minutes against the Civil Rights Act of 1957. The whole debate
today surrounding the filibuster is whether it should be kept for
safeguarding minority interest or it should never be practiced. A filibuster
can be considered as a tool to prevent a bill from becoming an act, but if it
gets filibustered then it will take years for that to happen. The filibuster has
been used 1,300 times since 1917 and in the last 12 years, the filibuster was
used nearly 600 times. This causes a massive slowdown in Congress making
bills inefficient to pass. Each of these stands takes hours and hours so using
it that much is a waste of time. In conclusion, Filibuster safeguards the
minority on the verge of losing something important for the greater good.

ADDITIONAL PICTURES

Pictures of a recent STEM pathways
activity where students were challenged
to construct a catapult.
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Go Vikes!!!!!

